Subject: Operational Personal Data Implementing rules - DPO Opinion

Dear [Name],

I hope everything is fine on your side.

May I ask you the reference of the second opinion of the DPO on the draft MB decision on OPD? We would like to refer to it in our opinion.

The version you sent us indicates "Warsaw 02.02.2012" with no specific reference while the second opinion contains the following date and reference: "Warsaw, 16 November 2021, Reg No 11364a, ref: DPO/NAPE/11364a/2021".

Thanks a lot in advance

Kind regards

[Name]
Operational Personal Data Implementing rules distributed on 4 October to the Directors of Divisions for their comments. Unfortunately, the devised planning does not allow the DPO to provide its Opinion at a later stage, once the draft is final. Therefore I am only able to provide you with an opinion on a document that still may be subjected to changes after this consultation with the Directors, HoICO and FRO finalises. If needed or requested by you, I may submit an updated opinion, depending on the scale and depth of the changes introduced by the Directors of Divisions during this consultation phase.

I trust that this Opinion will help you take decisions on this draft, to be in compliance with the Data Protection acquis, which these rules aim at implementing. I would also like to be able to table this Opinion to the Management Board when this file is discussed, as I think that the DPO Opinion will aid the discussions with the Member States in relation to data protection obligations, roles, responsibilities and processes.

I am at your disposal for any clarification you deem necessary.

Kind regards
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